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On 29 September 1982, you were notified of pending administrative separation processing with 
an Other Than Honorable (OTH) discharge by reason of misconduct due to a civilian felony 
conviction.  You waived your rights to consult counsel, submit a statement, or have your case 
heard by an administrative discharge board.  The Separation Authority subsequently directed 
your discharge with an OTH characterization of service, and you were so discharged on  
14 December 1982. 
 
The Board carefully considered all potentially mitigating factors to determine whether the 
interests of justice warrant relief in your case in accordance with the Wilkie Memo.  These 
included, but were not limited to, your desire to change your discharge characterization of 
service and your contentions that you were not given the opportunity to state your case before a 
court martial, did not have any legal representation, and that this is the only blemish on your life 
record.   Additionally, the Board noted you checked the “PTSD” box on your application but 
chose not to respond to the 16 October 2023 letter from the Board requesting evidence in support 
of your claim.  For purposes of clemency and equity consideration, the Board noted you did not 
provide supporting documentation describing post-service accomplishments or advocacy letters. 
 
After thorough review, the Board concluded your potentially mitigating factors were insufficient 
to warrant relief.  Specifically, the Board determined that your misconduct, as evidenced by a 
civilian felony conviction during your second enlistment, outweighed these mitigating factors.  
In making this finding, the Board considered the seriousness of your misconduct and the likely 
discrediting effect it had on the Navy.  Additionally, there is no precedent within this Board’s 
review, for minimizing the “one-time” isolated incident.  As with each case before the Board, the 
seriousness of a single act must be judged on its own merit, it can neither be excused nor 
extenuated solely on its isolation.  However, the Board noted that while you received an 
Honorable discharge from your first enlistment, your record of misconduct from that term 
included six non-judicial punishments (NJP) and one Special Court Martial (SPCM).  Therefore, 
the Board was not persuaded by your argument that you made only one mistake.  Finally, 
regarding your contention that you were not legally represented or court-martialed, the Board 
noted you waived your right to consult with legal counsel as part of your administrative 
separation processing and the Navy was not required to court-martial you in order to 
administratively separate you for a civilian conviction. 
 
As a result, the Board concluded your conduct constituted a significant departure from that 
expected of a service member and continues to warrant an OTH characterization.  Even in light 
of the Wilkie Memo and reviewing the record holistically, the Board did not find evidence of an 
error or injustice that warrants granting you the relief you requested or granting relief as a matter 
of clemency or equity.  Accordingly, given the totality of the circumstances, the Board 
determined that your request does not merit relief. 
 
You are entitled to have the Board reconsider its decision upon submission of new matters, 
which will require you to complete and submit a new DD Form 149.  New matters are those not 
previously presented to or considered by the Board.  In this regard, it is important to keep in  
mind that a presumption of regularity attaches to all official records.  Consequently, when  
 






